Abstract: Searching through information based on a photograph, which may contain graphics and images, has become a popular trend, such as in electronic books, journals, and products. Although many context-based methods have been proposed to retrieve images, most work focuses on selecting appropriate features for different objects. In the present study, we apply sparse representation to simultaneously retrieve image and graphics from a photograph. The sparse vector can be regarded as the similarity between the query photograph and dataset. The image with the largest entry (or several largest entries) can be assigned as the retrieved result. In the sparse representation framework, the common image features are used. Experimental results demonstrate that if the similarity vector in photograph retrieval is sparse, feature extraction is no longer critical. Compared with similar works in photograph retrieval, the proposed method has better retrieval accuracy.
Introduction
Photograph retrieval is a key component in many Web and e-business applications such as searching electronic books, journals, and products, as well as related information retrieval, e.g., mobile visual research [1] , e-learning systems [2] , and modality recognition for medical images [3] . With the popularization of mobile devices, photographs have become a new and important method to record information. Photograph retrieval is critical in mobile visual research. In an e-learning system, students can learn remotely by watching videos, and important concepts and data are often presented using graphs and images. In class, students record information using mobile cameras. Students can use graphics and images in lecture videos as query to retrieve knowledge from an electronic database. Especially, these are many graphs rather than nature images in the textbooks and materials. Thus, an effective photograph-retrieval system is necessary. Figure 1 shows some examples of photographs from a presentation file in video form.
Although many content-based retrieval methods have been developed for images and graphs, few are simultaneously designed for both images and graphs. In our previous work [4, 5] , an image and graph classifier was proposed using the difference in the entropy of grayscale distribution for adaptive photograph retrieval. A photograph is regarded as a pixel-based feature that contains a histogram with an oriented gradient. For images and graphics, the difference in the low-level feature is used. The similarity between the query photograph and each database prototype is evaluated by feature matching using different distance measures. However, because the representation of graphics is simple and similar among graphics, they are more challenging. Figure 2 shows a photograph-retrieval problem. Although many content-based retrieval methods have been developed for images and graphs, few are simultaneously designed for both images and graphs. In our previous work [4, 5] , an image and graph classifier was proposed using the difference in the entropy of grayscale distribution for adaptive photograph retrieval. A photograph is regarded as a pixel-based feature that contains a histogram with an oriented gradient. For images and graphics, the difference in the low-level feature is used. The similarity between the query photograph and each database prototype is evaluated by feature matching using different distance measures. However, because the representation of graphics is simple and similar among graphics, they are more challenging. Figure 2 shows a photographretrieval problem. Many low-level features have been used in context-based image-retrieval methods that contain pixel-and contour-based features. Pixel-based features perform computation using all pixels or edge pixels in an image. Contour-based features perform computation using lines or curves. Popular pixelbased features include the scale-invariant feature transform [6] , pyramid histogram of oriented gradients (PHOG) [7] , GIST feature [8] which is the abstract representation of the image, shape context [9] , and structured local binary Haar pattern [10] . Typical contour-based features include triangle area representation [11] , local structure [12] , inner-distance shape [13] , and local neighborhood structure shape [14] . After feature extraction, a near-neighbor search is applied for retrieval.
In contrast to these works, we propose a more robust method based on sparse representation that does not need to classify images and graphics and chooses different features. The main idea behind the sparse representation in photograph retrieval is that given a sufficiently diverse database, the query photograph can be well represented as a sparse linear combination of the database. In the database, the query photograph is the only data. This condition would naturally encode the similarity information between the query and database into a sparse representation. This is a natural concept of sparse representation. To reduce the time complexity in solving the sparse representation, random projection as proposed by Foroughi et al. [15] is used as a dimensionality reduction method. Because more information is involved, the proposed method is superior to our previous method, as demonstrated by experiments. If sparsity is the intrinsic quality of photograph retrieval, the feature is no longer critical. In particular, for graphics retrieval, sparse representation also performs better.
The contributions of our work are threefold: Many low-level features have been used in context-based image-retrieval methods that contain pixel-and contour-based features. Pixel-based features perform computation using all pixels or edge pixels in an image. Contour-based features perform computation using lines or curves. Popular pixel-based features include the scale-invariant feature transform [6] , pyramid histogram of oriented gradients (PHOG) [7] , GIST feature [8] which is the abstract representation of the image, shape context [9] , and structured local binary Haar pattern [10] . Typical contour-based features include triangle area representation [11] , local structure [12] , inner-distance shape [13] , and local neighborhood structure shape [14] . After feature extraction, a near-neighbor search is applied for retrieval.
The contributions of our work are threefold:
(1) In the proposed sparse representation framework, the sparse vector is firstly used to measure the similarity between the query photograph and dataset, rather than feature distance. (2) Unlike existing methods, which use feature-based sparse representation to build a dictionary for content-based image retrieval, we directly use the image features as a dictionary. If sparsity is the intrinsic quality of photograph retrieval, the feature is no longer critical. (3) The experimental result show that the proposed method is an effective, robust image and graph classification method and provides more accurate results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related works. Section 3 describes the algorithms in which the proposed method is based. Section 4 presents and discusses the experimental results. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Sparse Representation
The sparse representation of high-dimensional data has generated increasing interest in machine learning and computer vision, especially for image classification and object recognition [16] [17] [18] [19] . The basic idea of sparse representation is that the input signal (image) can be expressed as a linear combination of an overcomplete dictionary and sparse vector. The key problems in sparse representation are how to construct the overcomplete dictionary and how to solve the sparse vector. Popular technologies to construct the dictionary include the method of optional directions, k-singular value decomposition (K-SVD), discrete cosine transform, and online learning algorithm. The sparse vector can be effectively computed by greedy methods or optimization. Typically, sparse representation is regarded as an l 0 -minimization problem.
In recent works, variations and extensions in solving sparse representation have been proposed for many computer-vision tasks based on compressive sensing theory. Ortiz et al. [20] proposed a novel linearly approximated sparse representation-based classification algorithm that uses linear regression to perform sample selection for l 1 -minimization. Yang et al. [21] proposed a new robust sparse coding by modeling the sparse coding as a sparsity-constrained robust regression problem. Robust sparse coding seeks the maximum likelihood estimation solution of the sparse coding problem. Yigang et al. [22] proposed a novel method based on sparse and low rank decomposition for linearly correlated images. The challenging optimization problem is reduced to a sequence of convex programs that minimize the sum of l 1 -norm and nuclear norm of two component matrices.
In recently years, many approaches have been proposed for content-based image retrieval. Most works focus on feature representation, and feature-based sparse representation is used to build dictionary learning. In [23] , a high-order feature is built to improve the retrieval accuracy. In [24] , a clustering method using dictionary learning is proposed to group large medical dataset. The sparse representation based method is proposed to learning dictionary via K-SVD decomposition. In [25] , the iterative discrete wavelet transform is proposed to extract features and sparse representation is used to build the dictionary. Unlike these methods, we directly use the image features as a dictionary and apply the sparse vector as the similarity between the query photograph and dataset.
Photograph-Retrieval Method Based on Sparse Representation
The proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . First, a holistic representation of the photograph is needed for the query image and database. The query image is collected from electronic books, journals, and representation files. In the practical application, the query usually contains noise, illumination variation and shadow. The dictionary is set up by a combination of the image features in the database. The sparse representation of the query image is solved by l 1 -minimization. Finally, we obtain the query result image by searching the maximum element in the sparse vector. 
Image and Graph Feature
Many holistic features can be used for photograph retrieval. To verify that the feature is no longer critical when the photograph retrieval is regarded as sparse representation, the GIST and PHOG features were applied in the proposed method. The GIST feature divided the image into 4×4 regions. A set of Gabor filters with different frequencies and orientation was used to compute the region feature. The image feature was the combination of these region features.
The PHOG feature represented the image using the histogram of the gradient orientation. The image was divided with the spatial pyramid. The parameters of the feature extraction are presented in the experiment section. 
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Directly solving the sparse coefficient using Equation (2) is difficult. Under some conditions, we prove that the 1 l -minimization problem is equivalent to 0 l -minimization. The optimization problem of Equation (2) can be transformed into the following optimization problem: 
Image and Graph Feature
The PHOG feature represented the image using the histogram of the gradient orientation. The image was divided with the spatial pyramid. The parameters of the feature extraction are presented in the experiment section.
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Sparse Representation for Photograph Retrieval
Let us suppose that the image database contains n images. From the perspective of image classification, each image can be regarded as an independent class. The image database can be regarded as set D = {x i }, where x i ∈ R m is the feature vector of the image and m is the feature dimension. Given any query image q ∈ R m , this query can be expressed as a linear approximation of the database.
where A = [x T 1 , . . . , x T i , . . . , x T n ] ∈ R m * n is the dictionary that concatenates all the images in the database. α ∈ R n is a coefficient vector whose entries are zero except those associated with the correct or similar images. In other words, vector α is the sparse representation of the query image. Naturally, the solution to Equation (1) requires the minimum of α 0 , which is found by solving the following optimization problem:
Directly solving the sparse coefficient using Equation (2) is difficult. Under some conditions, we prove that the l 1 -minimization problem is equivalent to l 0 -minimization. The optimization problem of Equation (2) can be transformed into the following optimization problem: where ε is the noise level. Equation (3) can be transformed as follows using the Lagrangian multiplier:
Equation (4) can be solved by many optimization algorithms. In our work, the strategy proposed in [15] is applied.
Query Result Determination
Once sparse vector α * is determined by Equation (4), the query result is easily assigned to a query image. Ideally, only one nonzero element exists in α * and corresponds to the correct search image. However, because of noise, modeling error, and similar images, especially in graph retrieval, some small nonzero elements exist in α * associated with multiple images in the database, as shown in Figure 4 . A design classifier using a different algorithm is one method of solving this problem. In our work, we assign the largest response image in α * to the query. Here, we learn that α * = [a 1 , . . . , a i , . . . , a n ], where α i means the response (or similarity) between the ith image in the database and query. The query result is the ith image that maximizes α i . 
where  is the noise level. Equation (3) can be transformed as follows using the Lagrangian multiplier:
Once sparse vector *  is determined by Equation (4), the query result is easily assigned to a query image. Ideally, only one nonzero element exists in *  and corresponds to the correct search image. However, because of noise, modeling error, and similar images, especially in graph retrieval, some small nonzero elements exist in *  associated with multiple images in the database, as shown in Figure 4 . A design classifier using a different algorithm is one method of solving this problem. In our work, we assign the largest response image in *  to the query. Here, we learn that 
Computational Complexity
The intensive computation of the proposed method is to solve the l 1 -minimization problem defined in Equation (4). The l 1 -minimization problem is formulated as a linear approximation and solved by classical methods in convex optimization. In [15] , Foroughi et al. drew extensively on the survey which compared the performance of different l 1 -minimization method for sparse optimization. According these comparison, we also select the Homotopy and Dual Augmented Lagrangian Methods (DALM) for fast l 1 -minimization. The computational time is O(m 2 + mn), where m is feature dimension and n is the number of the images in the dataset.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we employed the 5000-database proposed by [4] . The database has 5000 data that include 2500 images and 2500 graphics (drawing or diagrams). The query set has 100 data that include 50 images and 50 graphics. Figure 5 shows some examples of the 5000-database and query set.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we employed the 5000-database proposed by [4] . The database has 5000 data that include 2500 images and 2500 graphics (drawing or diagrams). The query set has 100 data that include 50 images and 50 graphics. Figure 5 shows some examples of the 5000-database and query set. 
Parameter Setting in the Experiment
To calculate the GIST feature, the image was divided into 4×4 regions. The Gabor filter was applied in each region. The Gabor filter contained four orientations, and each orientation has eight scales. Finally, the dimension of the GIST feature was 512.
To calculate the PHOG feature, the image was divided using the spatial pyramid structure. In the experiment, the pyramid levels were set to four, from l = 0 to l = 3, and contained 85 regions. In each region, the histogram of the gradient orientation was calculated using eight bins. Finally, the dimension of the PHOG feature was 680. The accuracy was used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. When the original image of the query image was accurate, the query result was correct. The accuracy is calculated as follows:
To make the evaluation of the proposed method reasonable, we also used precision and recall criteria as the performance measures of the content based image retrieval (CBIR) systems. A combination of the precision and recall criteria was used as performance measures in [25] . The precision and recall criteria are calculated as follows:
where P(0.5) is precision at 50% recall; P(1) is precision at 100% recall.
Experimental Result Analysis
Here, some experiments are performed to prove the increase in the proposed method in terms of accuracy. To evaluate the effectiveness of the sparse representation for photograph retrieval, the nearest neighbor (NN) search is applied with image features as the basic line. Four different distance measures are available, which include the Euclidean, cosine, correlation, and Chebychev distances, and are used for the NN search. The experimental results are listed in Tables 1 and 2 . From the results, the accuracy of the sparse representation with GIST and PHOG features are 94.00% and 93.00%, respectively. It has a 10% increase compared with the best NN search with the GIST feature. Further, it has a 9% increase compared with the best NN search with the PHOG feature. The best NN search means the best query result using different distance measurements. Table 3 lists the comparison of the proposed method with other related works. According to the comparison, the proposed method sees an improvement of over 10% compared with the other methods. To verify the proposed method, we have compared the proposed method with the algorithm using sparse representation [25] . The comparison results of the precision and recall criteria are shown in Table 4 . The best performance rate is P(1) = 96.66% and P(0.5) = 97.34%, which is higher than that achieved using the algorithm proposed in [25] . Table 4 . Comparison results of the retrieval system for the 5000-database.
Method
P(1) P(0.5)
GIST-SR 96.66% 97.34% PHOG-SR 96.16% 96.84% [25] 95.74% 96.13% Figure 6 shows some query results. If we only count the nearest retrieval result which has the largest coefficient in the sparse vector, the precision with the GIST feature is 94% and the precision with PHOG is 93%. Figure 6A To analyze the reason for the incorrect result, Figure 7 shows the sparse vector of some incorrect query photographs. In the experimental results, we choose the image which has the highest response value as the query result. However, for these incorrect results shown in Figure 6 , we find that there are multiple high response values for query photograph as shown in Figure 7 . Generally, the confidence of the query result with multiple high response values is lower. Ideally, the query result only has a high response value. In this respect, although there are some incorrect results, we also can infer that the result is not credible in the proposed method. Table 3 lists the comparison of the proposed method with other related works. According to the comparison, the proposed method sees an improvement of over 10% compared with the other methods. To verify the proposed method, we have compared the proposed method with the algorithm using sparse representation [25] . The comparison results of the precision and recall criteria are shown in Table 4 . The best performance rate is (1) 96.66% P  and (0.5) 97.34% P 
, which is higher than that achieved using the algorithm proposed in [25] . Table 4 . Comparison results of the retrieval system for the 5000-database.
Method
(1) P (0.5) P GIST-SR 96.66% 97.34% PHOG-SR 96.16% 96.84% [25] 95.74% 96.13% Figure 6 shows some query results. If we only count the nearest retrieval result which has the largest coefficient in the sparse vector, the precision with the GIST feature is 94% and the precision with PHOG is 93%. Figure 6A To analyze the reason for the incorrect result, Figure 7 shows the sparse vector of some incorrect query photographs. In the experimental results, we choose the image which has the highest response value as the query result. However, for these incorrect results shown in Figure 6 , we find that there are multiple high response values for query photograph as shown in Figure 7 . Generally, the confidence of the query result with multiple high response values is lower. Ideally, the query result only has a high response value. In this respect, although there are some incorrect results, we also can infer that the result is not credible in the proposed method. Comparison of the GIST and PHOG features with the sparse representation reveals almost no difference in accuracy. However, for the NN search, the GIST feature performs better than the PHOG feature. From these results, the sparse representation is more robust with different features. In other words, when the photograph retrieval is sparse, the feature is not very critical.
On the other hand, in the experiment, the query image contains a variety of contents, such as landscape image, face image and flow diagram, etc. From the results, the proposed method is effective for these different contents.
Based on the analysis above, in the proposed method, the query image is regarded as the sparse linear approximation of the dataset, which is not dedicated to such kind of content. The proposed method is general enough for other kinds of contents, i.e., we are open to other off-the-shelf feature detectors.
Conclusions
In this work, a sparse representation-based method has been used to simultaneously retrieve images and graphics. Unlike exiting methods, which use feature-based sparse representation to build a dictionary for contend-based image retrieval, we directly use the image features as dictionary. The sparse vector is firstly applied to measure the similarity between the query photograph and the dataset. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method has better retrieval accuracy in photograph retrieval compared with similar works. The sparse representation was verified to be more robust with different features.
